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Location: Auckland
Asking: $600,000
Type: Manufacturing
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Farrukh Mirza
022 429 7463 or 0800 777 731
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Broker Ref: nzbusiness_77_164

Super Growth Auckland Cabinet Maker: $1M+ Turnover
/ $300K SDE / Asking $600K Only
Luxury Cabinet Maker based in Auckland with SDE of $300K+ and growing...

Fast growing highly profitable luxury cabinet maker based in Auckland.

Within a few years this business has carved out a niche servicing Residential & Commercial clients
across a range of retail in fashion, cosmetics retail, travel, tourism, architects, designers and much
more.

The current owner is selling as they plan to move overseas to start a similar operation on a larger scale
and wants to offer his NZ business to an astute operator who can manage and grow the business.

- Franchise ready with options to scale across New Zealand, as most of the paperwork has been done,
and the business can start to sell franchisees.

- E-commerce ready with a highly customised website that services retail and commercial customers
with full order processing enabled.

- Skilled and experienced team in place ensuring the quality of the work being done is the best in New
Zealand, not just Auckland, using the best materials and machinery to produce luxury-end cabinets.

- Business for sale due to personal reasons of the owners, the business has grown massively over the
past 4 years and is on track to win a high six-figure contract with Auckland Airport in 2024.

Looking for genuine buyers with some industry experience or knowledge of this space, who want to
own a seriously good business and do justice to the potential that it has.

Full support during handover & training will be provided, along with help (if needed) to secure major
contracts in the first 12 months of taking over the business.

The company name/website/assets and stock valued at $200K+ are included in this price, making it
extremely attractive and a super easy business to secure finance for purchase.

Act quickly - contact Farrukh on 0224297463 to find out more!
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